
Other labelling uses:Our tapes are 
tested to the extreme
From the greenhouse to the potting 
shed, a handheld GL-H105 garden 
labeller produces labels suitable for 
most environments. Brother’s patented 
TZ tapes produce labels that are:

❁ Rain proof

❁ Fade proof

❁ Humidity proof - perfect in your green house

❁ Heat resistant

❁ Frost resistant

❁ CD collections

❁ Children’s lunch boxes 

❁ Children’s school books

❁ School uniform (fabric tape)

❁ Computer cables

❁ Filing

❁ Food labelling

❁ Hi-fi wiring

❁ Herb and spice labels

❁ Toy boxes

❁ Home financing

❁ Video collections

❁ Hazardous chemicals

Contact:

Brother UK Ltd:
Shepley Street, Audenshaw,
Manchester M34 5JD
Tel: 08444 999 444
www.brother.co.uk/labelling

Working with you for a better environment

Garden Labeller
GL-H105
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With the GL-H105 
the labelling 
possibilities
are endless

If you love your garden you’ll know just how 
useful labels can be, from clearly identifying 
plants outside or in the greenhouse to 
labelling tools and chemicals in the shed. 
And the GL-H105 is perfect for producing 
hard-wearing labels that resist rain, 
humidity, heat, frost and fading. 
Label designs can easily be tailored to your 
requirements. For example, it’s simple to 
key in planting dates  or use symbols for 
extra creativity. Italics and quote marks can 
be used to follow plant naming conventions.  

And for those tricky plant spellings, you can 
store up to 9 labels in the memory. 

❁ Useful range of label widths – 
3.5, 6, 9 and 12mm 

❁ Easy to use ABC keyboard

❁ Ergonomic handheld design makes it 
a perfect portable solution

❁ 12 character LCD screen makes it 
easy to preview your labels.

❁ Vary your design with 5 different 
borders and 5 print sizes

❁ Convenient built-in manual cutter

❁ Peace of mind with 3 year warranty

❁ TZ tape widths - 3.5, 6, 9 and 12mm

❁ Standard tape length of 8m

with the GL-H105 
garden labeller

Also available 
GL-H105VP
The GL-H105VP option comes with a handy 
carry case and an AC adaptor.

Give your garden the professional touch
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